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FLAKER/DCM EXTRUDING HEAD BOLTS 
The socket head cap screws that are used on the 
Flaker and DCM type units have a special water 
seal that is designed to prevent water from leaking 
out of the extruding head area and into the drain 
pan. 
 

These screws are originally designed for one time 
use. They should be inspected anytime they are 
removed and replaced if necessary.  When 
replacing parts such as, the Auger, Gear/motor, 
Bearing housings, Mechanical seal, Evaporator, 
etc.), new screws should also be ordered. If the 
screws do not seal properly, the evaporator could 
incur separation from water damage. 
 

It is good practice to have a supply of new screws 
on your service truck when servicing F/DCM 
products. You will find that there are only two sizes 
used. They are M8X14 #429121-01 and M10x15 
#429121-02. 
 

In the event that new bolts are not available and the 
old bolts must be used, the technician should 
inspect the water seal on each bolt and insure that it 
still in good shape.  The shoulder should still have 
form and depth so that it will reseal properly when it 
is tightened.   
 
 

SERVICE Q & A  
(This article was originally published in Tech 
Tip 177) 
Question: I have a KM model that is running long 
harvest cycles.  Do you think I should replace the 
thermistor or what should I look for? This is a 

question that comes up often in the wintertime 
because of colder water conditions. Though the 
thermistor is a possibility since it is the component 
that begins defrost termination, let’s not be too 
quick to condemn it. 
 

First, let’s take a look at what happens to our 
harvest cycle under cold water conditions (45 
degrees or less).  Remember that we bring in all of 
ice making water during the harvest cycle. The inlet 
water passes through the middle of the evaporator 
plates. This allows us to achieve good even heat 
distribution across the entire evaporator surface. 
We call this system a hot-gas, water assisted 
harvest. 
 

As mentioned earlier the thermistor is what begins 
defrost termination.  The thermistor is mounted on 
the suction line where it is waiting to sense 48 
degrees. At this point it will initiate the defrost 
completion timer on the control board. After the 
adjustable defrost timer times out, the unit will end 
harvest. The harvest however, will not end for a 
minimum of two minutes. The board controls this 
function.  If we are bringing in water that is colder 
than our minimum spec, it will take longer to reach 
48 degrees on the suction line.  This gives us a 
longer harvest cycle in cold water situations.  The 
use of the thermistor is one of the reasons that our 
machines do not require seasonal adjustments. (See 
Tech tip 109)  
 

The inlet water valve will only stay energized for 6 
minutes during the harvest cycle. In cold water 
conditions, stopping the water flow will allow the 

  



heat to build in the evaporator and on the suction 
line. This allows us to reach our target temperature 
at the thermistor and start the defrost completion 
timer in the board.  You will find that it is not 
abnormal to see an 8~10-minute harvest cycle 
when experiencing cold water conditions. 
 

Now, let’s discuss what happens if you are having 
long harvest cycles regardless of the water 
temperature.  It is important to keep in mind that 
our harvest cycle is temperature and time 
terminated. When you are having a problem with 
long harvest, the easiest way to troubleshoot the 
problem is to perform the “3 step check” (or at 
least that’s what I call it). Let’s take a minute and 
discuss these 3 steps. 
 

Step 1: Turn off power to the machine and strap a 
good surface probe from your digital thermometer 
to the suction line. It should be as close as possible 
to the thermistor, without disturbing it’s mounting.  
Next unplug the thermistor from the white K3 
connector on the board and turn the machine back 
on. Let the machine go through the one minute fill 
and cycle into the defrost mode. Watch your 
thermometer, if or when it reaches 50 degrees you 
have completed step 1.  This determines that the 
defrost portion of your refrigeration cycle is 
working properly. If it does not reach 50 degrees 
then you have established that you have some type 
of refrigeration problem.  You will want to look at 
items that would prevent you from heating your 
evaporator to 48 degrees such as low charge, hot 
gas valve not open, line valve leaking by (if it is 
applicable to your model) etc…  
 

Step 2: Once you have reached 50 degrees ohm 
out your thermistor which should read 3.9 K ohms 
or less depending on how much above 50 degrees 
you are reading.  (Refer to the “component checks” 
page of your Tech Spec for a temperature 
resistance chart).  If you do have the correct 
reading, you have established that your thermistor is 
operating properly.  If your thermistor reading is out 
of spec, the thermistor is either mounted incorrectly 
or is defective.  Check the mounting first.  It is very 

uncommon to have a thermistor fail in this manner.  
In the rare cases of a thermistor failure, it is typically 
either open or shorted. 
 

Step 3: Once you have established that there are 
not any problems with the refrigeration cycle and 
the thermistor, then simply plug the thermistor back 
to the K3 connector and start timing.  The machine 
should come out of harvest in a maximum of 3 
minutes. It could come out in 60, 90, 120 or 180 
seconds depending on the setting of dipswitches 
number 1 and 2.  If the machine fails to end harvest 
in 3 minutes, you probably have a board problem. 
 

Well there you have it, “the 3 step check”. 
Hopefully the next time you have a problem with 
defrost on a Hoshizaki KM cuber, these 3 steps 
will point you in the right direction for a correct 
diagnosis. 
 
2004 ADVANCED TRAINING SCHEDULE 
The Hoshizaki Technical Support Department is 
proud to sponsor 5 factory sponsored Advanced 
training seminars.  Below you will see a list of the 
scheduled dates.      March 10-11, 2004 
         May 12-13, 2004 
         September 22-23, 2004 
         October 13-14, 2004 
         December 8-9, 2004 
If you are interested in attending one of these 
classes please contact your local distributor for a 
registration form. 
 

For more information on these classes you can also 
call 1-800-233-1940 ext. 358. 
 
AS ALWAYS… 
If you have any comments or suggestions for Tech 
Tips please send them to: 
Techsupport@hoshizaki.com or 
Fax to 1-800-843-1056 ATTN: Tech Tip editor 
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